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 The OI Story  
 
Organizational Intelligence is a next generation financial decision support system (DSS). DSS’s 
of the past were generally “clunky”, some excel based and primarily geared and used by 
finance, meaning you had to understand the finance structure to understand the information 
coming out of the system. It was not user friendly to the operations side. We have changed all 
that.  
 
Hospitals and Health Systems have many transaction systems that collect the information 
about the activities of the hospital. All the transaction systems are silos. They all do what they 
do; whether it’s the billing system or the general ledger system or the Inventory system. But 
you need data across all those systems to run a hospital. And for a Health System now multiply 
that by each of your entities.  
 
OI currently supports small critical access hospitals, community hospitals, multi facility large 
academic hospitals, a county health system, to a nationwide health system with over 200 
entities with many disparate IT systems using one OI system. The health system has both a 
local view for each facility and a corporate view. 
 
OI sits on top of your transaction systems, not to replace them but to pull the needed data out 
of all these different transaction systems and then put it in a way for you to be Organizationally 
Intelligent. Now an organization has access to comprehensive and timely financial and labor 
information across the organization or by department in a useable format that not just finance 
folks understand but that 
department managers as 
well. This promotes better 
accountability and action 
including timelier and more 
accurate operating budgets.  
 
Then with the OI system we 
Value-Add by providing a 
system that creates and 
maintains Cost Data. The OI 
Cost Accounting system 
develops unit cost for each 
chargeable item. Once we 
have cost data we can bring that together with Billing information and Medical Record data. 
Because we are allocating the expenses off the GL down to the charge level, then as patients are 
billed we have a cost allocation and we then can begin to do profitability analysis in a lot of 
different ways. This is the OI Patient Utilization module. Having accurate and timely cost data is 
key to managing profitability in healthcare. We are also now able to provide a true flexible 
budget.  
 

Figure 1. Product Line Dashboard 
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The capstone of the OI system is our What If Modeling and Strategic Budgeting. Now that we 
have the financial and labor data along with cost and encounter information we can begin to do 
What-If Analysis to consider an organization’s changing impactors. You can reverse engineer 
the entire pro forma because you have units. So, as you model volume changes which are 
driving the budget, changes to the models produces new pro formas. The OI What If Modeling 
reports and compares the modeling of volume changes or productivity changes to understand 
financial impact. Once a strategic plan is determined then the OI system can produce the 
guideline budgets as a starting point for the department operating budget.  
 
Finally, what sits on top of all these modules is our Heads-Up Display(HUD). The HUD module 
is an Analytics solutions that provides you with the ability to look at your performance 
measures whether they be operational, financial, clinical or a combination based on your goals. 
The unlimited User defined and simply changed displays warn you of any measures which are 
outside of your defined limits graphically as well as numerically. You can view all your 
performance measures or just be presented with the exemptions. You no longer have to search 
for those measures that need the most attention. HUDs can be dynamically designed by the end 
user and save for their use later. They can be built for those at the departmental level with a 
specific focus on their area of responsibility to senior management displays that give an 
overview of your entire Organization. 

 

Figure 2. Income Statement Review using Advanced Visualization 


